
Procedure for CPT Output from CLIMSOFT 
 

Step 1: The stations required for CPT analysis are selected in the station table in the main Climsoft 

database. The selection is done by checking the box in the CPT_selection column of the station table as 

shown in Fig 1. The screenshot below shows some GTS stations selected for CPT analysis for Niger. 

 

Fig 1. Station selection 

Step  2: After log on to CLIMSOFT, Click on “Products” button on the Welcome screen. See Fig 2 below. 

 



 

Fig 2. CLIMSOFT Welcome screen showing the products button. 

 

Step 3: The next screens shown in Fig 3, that appears after clicking the Products button shows a number 

of options for products. Click on Data Button. 

 

Fig 3.Dialogue with different options for products 



 

Step 4: On the dialogue that appears next, choose CPT output and click OK as shown in Fig 4 

 

Fig 4. Data output options 

Step 5: On the  CPT dialogue enter the required parameters , namely , Begin Year, End Year, Begin 

Month and End Month.  Next, click Execute button. Information will appear above the Execute button 

to show that processing is in progress. 

  

Fig 5. Dialogue for entering parameters for required data range 



Step 6: When processing is complete the message above the Execute changes to show that processing is 

complete and a standard message box will appear indicating that the CPT data table has been created.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6. Completion of CPT output 

 

Step 7: The generated data table for CPT is stored in the CLIMSOFT Data subfolder under the name 

CPT_output and will be in CSV format which can be viewed in Excel. The station ID appears in the first 

row. This example shows WMO station ID, but NMHSs should use the local ID. Station ID was used to 

represent the station to avoid editing long station names to meet the criteria for CPT which stipulates 

that the station name must not have spaces and the length of the name must <= 16 characters. 

 

Fig 7. CPT output from CLIMSOFT displayed in Excel 


